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ABSTRACT

The present NASA space suit (the Shuttle EMU) is a self-contained envi, mmental control

system, providing life support, environmental protection, earth-like mobility, and

communications. This study considers the thermal dynamics of the space suit as they relate to

astronaut thermal comfort control. A detailed dynamic lumped capacitance thermal model of the

present space suit is used to analyze the thermal dynamics of the suit with observations verified

using experimental and flight data. Prior to using the model to define performance

characteristics and limitations for the space suit, the model is first evaluated and improved. This

evaluation includes determining the effect of various model parameters on model performance

and quantifying various temperature prediction errors in terms of heat transfer and heat

storage. The obvervations from this study are being utilized in two future design efforts,

automatic thermal comfort control design for the present space suit and design of future space

suit systems for Space Station, Lunar, and Martian missions.

Extravehicular activity (EVA) is any activity performed by an astro_aut, ir_ !:he

o_ space ztattun, l_ie t=MU o, apace SUit is sell-coatamed, p_:oviding life sappo_t, ¢_Jv_om,;.mtai

protection, earth-like mobility, and communications (Figure 1). The Apollo EMU was the

predecessor of the Shuttle EMU and was designed for less frequent and shorter EVAs. The next



generationspacesuit is beingdesignedto handlethe increasedEVA demandsfor construction

andmaintenanceof theSpaceStationaswell asplannedLunaror Martianmissions.

The current Shuttle EMU systemdiagramand the associatedheat loads are given in

Figure2. The PLSSinteractswith thesuit via two loops;thewater-coolingloop (WCL) which

passesthrough the liquid cooling garment(LCG) and the ventilating loop (VL) which passes

throughtheventilation garment(VG). The thermalstateof theEMU is affectedprimarily by the

environmentalheat load,by the astronaut'smetabolicheatload,andby the temperaturecontrol

valve(TCV) positionchosenby theastronaut.

The WCL typically picksup 60-80%[Cam98]of the astronaut'smetabolicheatload in

the suit via the LCG and rejects that heat to spacethroughsublimationof feedwaterin the

sublimator. The temperatureof the waterenteringthe LCG is controlled by the temperature

control valve (TCV) position which the astronautselects. The TCV is a proportional valve

which divertspartof thecirculating waterto thesublimatorto provideappropriatecooling. This

is a cooling deviceonly; no activeheatingis providedin the WCL or VL. Thereforetheonly

heat sourcein the systemis the metabolicheatproducedby the astronaut. The VL typically

picksup 20-40%[Cam98]of theastronaut'smetabolicheatloadthroughsensibleandlatentheat

transferin the VG and rejectsit in the sublimator. Additional requirementson the VL are the

needto remove carbondioxide, removesweatand exhaledmoisture,and replacethe oxygen

consumed.

The ShuttleEMU is designedto accommodatethefollowing EVA mission[Ham92]: (i)

total durationof 7 hoursmaximum,consistingof 15minutesfor egress,6 hoursfor useful EVA
• .T ....

cask.,, J.5 i_i_iu_c.:; i:or ingress and a 33 :_iia_,_.¢. _c:_._v_;; (_) _._ a_._Lv. __,,_tau_i_. iate 6f [000

Btu/hr (293 W) for 7 hours; (iii) peak metabolic rates of 1600 Btu/hr (469 W) for 15 minutes at

.... t; ...... i_h;,-, th_ 7 hnnr _Z'VA" and (iv) vninivrmrn rate nf40O Btu/hr (117 WI for 30 minutes

after an average work rate of 1000 Btu/hr (293 W) and followed by a rate of 700 Btu/hr (205 W)

for up to 30 minutes. The EMU consists of two main subcomponents, the space suit assembly

(SSA) and the portable life support system (PLSS). While Figure 2 shows sclv_mzfically how the



WCL and VL arearranged,Figures l a and l b show clearly that the physical systemis much

morecomplex. A primarystructurein the PLSSis a stainlesssteelvalve module,with all of the

major componentsshownin Figure 2 being connectedto it. The majority of the piping and

ductingsegmentsof thePLSSarecontainedin thevalvemodule.

Theobjectiveof thispaperis two-fold. Thefirst is to provideanoverviewof thethermal

dynamicsof the Shuttle EMU and define performancecharacteristicsand limitations for the

system. The secondis to evaluateandimprovethe currentNASA ShuttleEMU thermal model

(SINDA EMU) andquantifytheeffectof variousEMU modelparameterson thermalbehaviorof

the EMU model. The limitations and the observationsfrom this study can be utilized in two

futuredesignefforts, automaticthermalcontrol designfor the presentShuttleEMU and design

of future EMU systemsfor SpaceStation,Lunar, andMartianmissions. Specifically, thepaper:

(i) describesthe thermaldynamicsissuesfor the ShuttleEMU, (ii) quantifiesmodel prediction

errorsin termsof heattransferandheatcontenterrorsanddefinesthe limitations of the Shuttle

EMU model, (iii) analyzes some of the basic modeling assumptions and determines

enhancementsto the ShuttleEMU model, (iv) performssimulationsusingthreemetabolicrates

andthreeenvironments(bothspanningtypical ranges)to determinetheassociatedenvironmental

heatleaksandto checkwhetherthermalcomfort is maintained,(v) studiesfour EMU variables

representativeof the overall thermalstateof the human-EMUsystemin termsof their operating

rangesand responsetimes, and defines the performanceenvelopefor the EMU in terms of

metabolicrateandenvironment.

2°0 SINDA EMU MODEL

'i'i_c._.,_.lbLilatNASA JSCShtIt_._cEMU ,ai3_IqDA ZMU coi_tpui.ci _ii_,_'c_ w,_ 4¢vc',Gi3_d.

for detailed transient tbermal simulation of the Space Shuttle EMU [Lin78]. The model accounts

f,.;', ,..o,.:d_ct? ._, con_Je,?tive_ _nd radiative hea_ _'an._fe_ _etween _h,, ?,?A"3 and cr_per'q,-_,

between the EMU and environment, and within the PLSS. The thermo_-egulatory system of the

crewperson is modeled using the 41-Node Man program [Bue89]. The 41-Node Man mode_s the

human body as 10 sets of concentric cylinders representing the core, muscle, fat, aria skin



[Smi93,Fre97]. The SINDA EMU model wascreatedusingthe SystemsImproved Numerical

DifferencingAnalyzer(SINDA) which is ageneralanalyzerfor nodalthermalnetworks.

Using the lumpedparameterrepresentationof the EMU, the heatbalanceequationfor

nodei in thenetworkis givenby

= r,)+Q,
' dt i

where Ci is the heat capacitance of the node, Gij is the conductance (conductive, convective,

radiative, or flow) between node i and adjacent nodes j, and Qi is the heat source term for node i.

The SINDA network for the entire EMU consists of 490 nodes and 1134 conductors. The SSA,

EVVA, and DCM thermal networks consist of 255, 58, and 27 nodes, respectively. The PLSS

network comprises 9 TMG nodes, 9 hard cover nodes, 42 internal structure nodes, 33 fluid

nodes, 23 tube nodes, and 5 sublimator nodes. The environmental temperatures are represented

by 4 nodes.

2.1 Experimental Validation - A series of fully suited vacuum experiments were run in

the Crew and Thermal Systems Division's 11 foot chamber at Johnson Space Center (JSC)

[Tho94]. Data from the three complete experiments, where the subjects completed 5.5 hours Of

exercise attempting to replicate the desired metabolic profile, is used in this study [IL96,Cam97].

The recorded metabolic rate and TCV positions from the suited vacuum experiments

were input to the SINDA EMU model to replicate the experiments. The experimentally recorded

metabolic rate and TCV positions for Subject ! are shown in Figure 3. The first stage of

validation uses the integrated SINDA EMU model which includes the human, suit, and PLSS, for

generatin_ predictions. The second stage looks at the PLSS submodel free from the effects of the

_auman and suit thermal models. The third s_,age looks at the human-suit s_bmo,_e_ _ree iion_ a_c

effects of _he PLSS thermal model.

L,t,_g>atcd Model Ana'ysm - Ine mtcgrateG moaei _naiysis ,,,.':es the cgmpi_te S_'q!)A

EMU model which includes the human, suit, and PLSS submodels. The range of temperature

differences between the integrated model predictions and experimental data for the 3 subjects can

be seen in Table 1.
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ThesimulatedandexperimentalLCG waterinlet temperatures(Tin,lcg) for Subject 1are

shownin Figure 4. The modelhastroublepredictingthetransientsafter aTCV change,with the

simulatedtemperaturechangingfasterthantheexperimentaldata. Theotherproblemthat canbe

observedfrom Figure 4 is that the simulatedinlet LCG temperatureis 4 to 5°F (2.2 to 2.8°C)

lower thanexperimentaldataduring thehigh metabolicrateperiodfrom approximately4.5hours

to 5.1hours. The simulatedVG gasinlet andoutlet temperaturesfor Subject1showederrorsof

0 to -3°F (0 to -1.7°C) and 1 to 6°F (0.6 to 3.3°C), respectively,when compared with

experimentaldata. The simulatedVG gas inlet andoutlet dew points for Subject 1 showed

errorsof -3 to +4°F (-1.7 to 2.2°C)and+3 to +6°F (1.7to 3.3°C),respectively,when compared

with experimentaldata. Thebody core temperatureerrorsareup to +_2°F(1.1°C),which is very

large consideringthat the actualbody core temperatureonly fluctuatesby +I°F (0.6°C). The

average skin temperature also shows a large difference between simulation and experimental

data. For the valve module temperatures, some differences between the experimental and

simulated temperatures were expected, approximately 3°F (1.7°C), due to the experimental

temperatures being measured at single points and the simulated temperatures representing

lumped or averaged temperatures. The difference of approximately 18°F (10°C) between the

simulated HUT interface valve module temperature and the experimental data would therefore

seem to indicate that there are modeling problems.

_PLSS__S.ub_model An al_ - In the PLSS submodei analysis, the LCG and VG outlet

(PLSS inlet) conditions were prescribed from experimental data and the LCG and VG inlet

(PLSS outlet) predictions were compared to experimental data (Table 2).

..... ' uuua a betl.c.'_job or ".... • - '_-

experimentq temf_eratures a_Jd of predicting the transients associated with a TCV change

c,u_.:':_._;:,'_.__...:._:b._i,:_._,_:_._t_arr+c_d_! T ,+. _im_daticm .:_redict, iar_ _._,_ti!: _ tc 2°F 51)6 _.o ! +" _'" i ......er

than the experimental data for the high metabolic rate period from approximately 4.5 hours to 3.1

hours. The VG gas inlet temperature and dew point tracks the experimental temperature with an

offset of-4 to +l°F (-2.2 to +0.6°C) and -4 to +5°F (-2.2 to +2.8°C), respectively. Neither the
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VG gas inlet temperaturenor the dew point show dramaticimprovementover the integrated

modelpredictions.

Suit Submodel Analysis - In the suit submodel analysis, the LCG and VG inlet (PLSS

outlet) conditions were prescribed from experimental data and the LCG and VG outlet (PLSS

inlet) predictions were compared to experimental data.

The simulation and experimental LCG water outlet temperatures for Subject 1 are shown

in Figure 6. Similar to the PLSS analysis, this submodel tracks the experimental temperature

better than the integrated model. One problem that can be observed is that the simulation is

approximately 1°F (0.6°C) higher than the experimental data. The VG outlet temperature tracks

the experimental temperature with an offset of approximately +7°F (3.9°C). The VG outlet dew

point does not track the experimental temperature well with the simulated dew point being rather

erratic and differing from the experimental data by -7 to +8°F (-3.9 to +4.4°C). The predicted

body core temperature showed worse agreement with experimental data than the integrated

model simulation with the maximum error being -2°F (1.1°C). The predicted average skin

temperature comparison showed similar trends as the integrated model simulation differing from

experimental data by 5 to 9°F (2.8 to 5°C).

Validation Conclusions - Simulations have shown that an open loop error of l°F (0.6°C)

in the WCL translates to closed loop errors of 2.5 to 20°F (1.4 to 1 l.l°C) depending on TCV

position, metabolic rate, and location of error. Therefore, a comparison of the differences

between simulation and experimental data for the closed loop integrated SINDA EMU model

and the open loop PLSS and suit analyses should be done carefully.

..,_ .... :._,.,_ _ ..... ,,.t .......... _"...... e _._,:._.,.-e,_-_._dsmuch f_ter ,.o a X.CV ,.:b_..,_gc t.hal)

the experimental data. Comparing the predicted temperatures in the _ntegrated and PLSS

ana!vses showed that the WC!., trz.nsie,_t problems are dt_e to r_eg!ecting fluid transpot-t, delz.ys i_n

the WCL. During high TCV portions, the simulated LCG inlet water temperature was colder

than experimental data. This could indicate a problem with the curve which defines the WCL
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flow through the sublimatoras a function of TCV, an error in recording TCV position, or a

weakness in the sublimator model.

The 41-Node Man model's weaknesses were apparent from the predicted body core and

average skin temperatures in the suit submodel analysis. The LCG and VG outlet temperatures

being too high for the majority of the simulation are due to the high skin temperature increasing

the heat transfer between the skin and the LCG. The VG outlet dew point error in the suit

submodel analysis does not improve dramatically over the integrated SINDA EMU model which

would therefore indicate that the problems with the dew point are primarily due to the human and

suit models. The VG outlet dew point errors are probably due to the 41-Node Man model's

sweat prediction along with the complexity of modeling the evaporation and condensation from

skin covered by a TCU and LCG.

The large errors in the valve module temperature demonstrated problems in the PLSS

heat balance. The focus on improving the model in the past has been on WCL, VL, and body

temperatures, which resulted in some EMU variables not being predicted accurately. The valve

module temperature errors could translate to WCL and VL temperature errors since both loops

interact with the valve module.

2.2 Quantifying Errors - The model errors revealed in the previous section are now

discussed and quantified in terms of the heat transfer or heat content which the errors represent.

To quantify errors in heat transfer rates associated with WCL and VL temperature errors,

consider
P •

_ _,_,_ni..::;a t?ow _ate and .,o ;s the. g,pecific he._L ._'r :he fiu!d. For the w,__., ........ _

rate of 240 lbm/hr, n_: e = 240 BTU/hr-°F. For the VL, assuming pure oxygen flowing at 6

&. :-.- 81, "llhr ° _ 1°:

(0.6°C) error between the predicted and actual WCL mad VL temperat_ares would therefore

translate to an error in the heat balance of the model of 240 BTU/hr (70 W) and 2 BTU/hr (0.6

W), respectively.
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as

where _gas

The heat transfer associated with a VL dew point error of + 5°F (2.8°C) can be calculated

•I'r --_ k

_error=DYgas(h45oF-h40oF)= 35.8 BTU[hr (10.5 W)

is the mass flow rate of the gas in the VL, h45oFand h4o°Fare the enthalpy of the moist

air at dew points of 45 (7.2°C) and 40°F (4.4°C) respectively, and the dry bulb temperature of the

gas is assumed to be 70°F (21°C). As the dew point temperature increases, the + 5°F (2.8°C)

dew point error would represent a larger heat transfer error (e.g. 46 BTU/hr (13.5 W) for dew

points of 45 (7.2°C) and 50°F (10°C) with a dry bulb temperature of 70°F (21 °C)). Therefore the

VL temperatures and dew points are much harder to predict accurately than the WCL

temperatures since they are more sensitive to heat load and heat transfer errors. While not as

significant in the overall EMU heat balance, the VL temperatures and dew points do still need to

be predicted accurately since they are important in determining the astronaut's thermal comfort

[Cam98].

The accuracy for the WCL and VL predictions and a comparison of the associated heat

transfer for the average metabolic rate during Shuttle EVAs (751 BTU/hr, 220 W) are given in

Table 3a. This analysis shows that the WCL temperature errors are more significant than the VL

temperature or dew point errors. The heat transfer associated with the WCL temperature is 32%

of the average metabolic rate and therefore improving the WCL temperature accuracy should be

a higher priority.

The temperature prediction errors for the valve module, skin, and core temperatures must

be quantified in terms of the heat content error. The heat content error is calculated by

0 ......= mc (i;,.o,ic, - ;;c,..,)

where m is the mass represented by the specific temperature being discussed. The valve module

has a mass of !7 _bna (7.7 kg), and its mass specific !_eat product is mop=2.04 BTU/°F (!.1 W-

hr/°C). The heat content error for a valve module temperature prediction error of 18°F (10°C) is

therefore 36.72 BTU (10.8 W-hr). The mass specific heat product for the skin of an average man

is mCp=7.07 BTU/°F (3.7 W-hr/°C). The heat content error for an average skin temperature



prediction error of 5°F (2.8°C) is therefore35.35 BTU (10.4 W-hr). The massspecific heat

productfor thecoresegmentskeletonandvisceraof anaveragemanis mcp=42.92BTU/°F (22.6

W-hr/°C). The heat contenterror for core temperatureprediction error of I°F (0.56°C) is

therefore42.92BTU (12.6W-hr).

The accuracyfor the valve module,skin, andcore temperaturesand acomparisonof the

associatedheatcontenterror to the+ 65 BTU (19 W-hr) comfort band (Figure 12) are given in

Table 3b. The heat content errors for all three temperatures are over 50% of the ± 65 BTU (19

W-hr) comfort band. Therefore it is difficult to confidently predict thermal comfort with the

current SINDA EMU model due to these temperature prediction errors.

3.0 MODEL ENHANCEMENTS

Some of the basic assumptions made in modeling the Shuttle EMU are addressed in this

section and model enhancements investigated. The assumptions investigated are: (i) neglecting

thermal masses, (ii) neglecting transport delays, (iii) the LCG model, and (iv) the valve module

model.

3,1 Negligible Thermal Mass - The two masses considered are the mass of water in the

WCL, approximately 1 Ibm. (0.45 kg), and the mass of gas in the VL, approximately 0.0004 Ibm

(0.00018 kg). The valve module and feedwater storage tanks are the significant masses in the

EMU system weighing approximately 17 Ibm (7.7 kg) and 37 Ibm (16.8 kg), respectively, and

are included in SINDA EMU. The mass of the gas in the VL and water in the WCL are 0.002%

and 6% of the mass of the valve module which is the major structure with which the VL and

WCL interacts.._imulations showed that the mass of the water in the WCL and of the gas in the

L,'L _._:_b,_:_x.;_.:_ fa_ transient and steady stare predictions.

3.2 Tran:_port Delays - WCL and VL transport delays are not accounted for in the

S!l_rD& V_'¢I !_rnr, ed _,nrame_.er represer_ation '_f the _LS.q. _,_'he ,:z!, _rm,: _.--,r_ de!_ys :,_e

relatively short and can be neglected [Cam97], but the WCL transport delays are more

significant. The total transport delay for a particle of water (Figure 8) to pass through the LCG,

through the heat exchanger, and hack to the LCG ranges from l 1 seconds for a TCV position of
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11 (maximum cooling) to 240 secondsfor a TCV positionof 0 (minimum cooling) [Cam96].

Thereforeif theWCL transportdelaysare ignored,themodelpredictionscanbeoff by asmuch

as4 minutesfor thefull hotTCV setting. ThehighertheTCV positionor themorecooling that

is desired,the lessthetransportdelayerrorsin themodel.

Severalsimplified models(as in Figure 8) of theWCL were implementedto determine

theeffectof thevarioustransportdelayson theWCL temperatureresponse.It wasfound thatthe

addition of the pipe transport delaysby themselvesmakesonly a minor difference in the

responseof the LCG inlet water temperature.The additionof the LCG transportdelay only,

significantly decreasestheerrors in thetransientresponsesandindicatesthat the majority of the

transienterrorsin theearlierplotsaredueto theLCG transportdelaynotbeing included.

The SINDA EMU model was modified so that different transport delays could be

included for the LCG. The model was then run for the Subject 1 caseand the inlet LCG

temperaturecomparedwith experimentaldatain Figure9. Fromthis analysis,it wasdetermined

that a transport delay of 60 secondsshowedthe bestagreementbetweenthe simulation and

experimentaltransients.In reality,theLCG transportdelayshouldnot bethis large,but sincethe

delaysthroughoutthePLSSwere not modeled,theLCG transportdelay is accountingfor some

of this delay. This modification of theLCG modelto includethe 60secondtransportdelaywas

a definiteenhancementof thetransientperformanceof themodel.

3.3 LCG Model - ThecurrentLCG modelcalculatestheoverall heattransfercoefficient

(UA) betweenthe skinandLCG as

UA = 0.45. Uao[1" -1.08exp(-0.0166n_tc,)]

...... 3 ,_f
....._, - ;_,__ _, _,_ _z _ 1 7" ' ¢_ ¢-_'_':'T2 U.J_X''' ',O-31;.n_!cg, with uA o > _,'/.5_) _or arli "'itn,lcg"_,,,,_,tt_ _-""o , ,,,J _+ t,_i,,_,icg + '-'"-'"~_:n,lcg

trot,g and Tin,lcg are the flow rate and water inlet temperature of the LCG. The overall heat

transfer to the I,CG, ,_sin,_ the effectNenes_-!,,JTU method, is

qtcg '-_*_tcgCp.lQoutdcg- 'J;n,lcg);:  :.re}csCp,t(r, ki,,- J-i.,tce,)
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where Tski. is the weighted average skin temperature of the trunk, arms, and legs. Assuming the

heat capacitance of the skin is much larger than the heat capacitance of the LCG water, the

-NTU _/effectiveness is defined as e = 1 - e , with NTU = UA / cgCp,t

The outlet LCG temperature is calculated as

Tout,lcg = Tin,lcg + (1 - e-NTU)(_skin -- Tin,lcg )

For the LCG model, the basic assumption is that the only heat transfer with the LCG is between

the skin and the LCG and therefore this model ignores any sensible or latent heat transfer with

the gas in the suit. The condensation and evaporation of water on the LCG is modeled for the

gas in the VG, but the heat transfer from these phenomena have no direct effect on the LCG

outlet temperature. The heat transfer from the coolant of the LCG to each human body segment,

qlcg,i, is calculated as qlcg,i = f,_lcgCp,l (Lut,lcg --Tin,lcg)

where fi is the percent of flow of coolant in the LCG to each body segment.

The presence of the thermal comfort undergarment (TCU), a crew preference item, is

modeled by the 0.45 factor in the current UA model to reflect increased resistance; it results in a

significant drop in LCG heat transfer.

Expe.rimental Validation - The coupling of the 41-Node Man model and the LCG UA

model makes this model a complex one. The Suit Submodel Analysis showed that some of the

errors in the WCL temperatures are due to the human-suit portion of the SINDA EMU model.

To isolate whether these errors are due to the LCG model or the human thermal model, the LCG

model was used with experimental data to determine the LCG outlet temperature as

Tout,leg :: Tskin - (Tskin - Ti,,lcs)exp(---UAmod/r_cgCp, l )

.._.,i_ :,-_-. =_,,a a_c _rom _' ........ " ..... ' ,_a. calcu[a_c.d fwm the

experimental TinJcg and a constant n_/cg of 240 lbrn/hr (109 kg/hr). This analysis is open loop i.

_,be :e_r:e :hat ) ,":;o,re:gar4,- :be effect of U,_:,-,_a oD T,_ .... and /;,1,_: and that ;t does not allow

errors from previous time steps to effect the present temperature prediction. The calculated

outlet LCG temperature agreed well with experiments, being generally within 0.5°F (0.28°C) of

the data. The model calculated UA did not match well in the transient sense and had smaller
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fluctuations than the experimental data (Figure 10). The model UA is of the same average value

as the experimental data with the exception of the large peak in the experimental UA value

around 2.5 hours corresponding to a 2°F (1.1 °C) error seen in the LCG outlet temperature. From

this analysis it can be concluded that LCG outlet temperature is not extremely sensitive to errors

in the LCG UA model and that the primary source of errors in the LCG outlet temperature are the

41-Node Man's skin temperature prediction.

LCG UA Model Comparison - A revised LCG UA model was developed which

calculates the UA value based upon the human latent heat load. The two formulations (function

of LCG inlet temperature or function of latent heat load) of the LCG UA model are investigated

using the same process as the previous section of calculating the LCG outlet temperature based

on experimental data. For the LCG outlet temperature prediction, the UA model based on the

LCG inlet water temperature performs much better than the UA model based on the human's

latent heat load. The calculated LCG UAs for both formulation of the UA model can be seen

with experimental data in Figure 10. The latent heat load based UA was generally lower than the

inlet water temperature based UA and the experimental data. While the latent heat load model is

more intuitive than the inlet water temperature based model, these calculations support the use of

the inlet water temperature based UA model and demonstrate the sensitivity of the latent heat

load based UA to errors in the sweat rate model.

LCG Flow Rate - Analysis of the experimental data showed that the flow rate for Subject

1 in the experiments was actually 261 Ibm/hr while SINDA EMU assumes a constant 240 lbm/hr

(109 kg/hr). Using the same method as the previous section, the LCG outlet temperature was

c ..... ' " ' .... %5' '09 !_ v-,_- ,..... ,,,_,i, {,_' and ' _-b,-r_. 2his anal.yam

showed that the LCG flow rate has only a small effect, +0.1°F (0.056°C), on the LCG outlet

water temperature and so the appro×imation :3f a cons_.ant 240 !bm/hr ,g!09 kg_r} is acceptable.

LCG Modeling Conclusions - Based on the cited analyses, the SINDA EMU errors in

LCG outlet water temperature are primarily due to the errors in Tin,leg (errors from previous time

steps) and Tskin (errors from 41-Node Man Model), and not the LCG UA model. Agreement
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betweencalculatedand experimentalLCG outlet water temperaturesdoesnot mean that the

LCG-Humaninteractionis modeledwell at individual partsof thebody,but doesmeanthat the

LCG UA modeladequatelydescribesthe overall heattransferbetweenthehumanandtheLCG.

The focusof future LCG modelingshouldbeon modelingthe heattransferbetweenthe LCG,

skin, and gas for variousparts of the body, therefore allowing a mo_,:_ detaded prediction of

localized thermal comfort.

3.4 Valve Module - The valve module is the central structure of the PLSS through which

the WCL and VL flow and to which the various PLSS components are connected. The

conductance between the valve module and sublimator plate is a parameter which has been

adjusted in the past to improve model agreement with experimental data. A value of 10 BTU/hr-

°F (5.3 W/°C) was chosen as a best fit of the data. To determine the sensitivity of the model to

this conductance value, SINDA EMU simulations were run with the conductance set at 0, 7.5,

10, and 12.5 BTU/hr-°F (0, 4.0, 5.3, and 6.6 W/°C).

The + 25% variation from the nominal value corresponds to a + I°F (0.6°C) in the LCG

inlet water temperature, a + 0.5°F (0.3°C) variation in the VG inlet gas temperature, a + 0.25°F

(0.14°C) variation in the VG inlet dew point, and a + 2.5°F (1.4°C) variation in the valve module

temperature. Larger conductance values cause LCG inlet, VG inlet, and valve module

temperatures to be lower• Therefore the higher the conductance between the cold sublimator

plate and the valve module, the cooler the valve module. For higher sublimator flow rates

(higher TCV positions), the difference between the temperature responses for the fOUl_ cases is

less than tl'_e difference for lower _ublimator flow rates. When the TCV is set to a higher

the sublimate; 01ate and the valve, module is smaller. Therefore the sensitivity of the various

the v_|w; module temperature is closer to the suS_imator temperature: of 32°F (0°C). '_tfis

analysis illustrates the significant effect that the valve module temperature has on the WCL and
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VL temperatures and the importance of modeling the interactions between valve module and the

various components.

4.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND SIZING ISSUES

The thermal performance characteristics of the Shuttle EMU are discussed in terms of the

environmental limitations and the operating ranges and response times for various EMU thermal

variables. The four primary EMU variables discussed in terms of their operating ranges and

response times are the inlet LCG temperature, the inlet VG temperature, the inlet VG dew point,

and the temperature of the valve module in the PLSS. These variables were chosen because they

are representative of the overall thermal state of the human-EMU system and significantly affect

thermal comfort.

4.1 Environment - The purpose of this section is to quantify the thermal environments

and metabolic rate ranges the Space Shuttle EMU is able to accommodate while maintaining the

astronaut's thermal comfort. To do this, a series of simulations were performed using the current

SINDA EMU algorithm which chooses the proper sublimator flow rate based on the total body

heat storage thermal comfort definition shown in Figure 12. Metabolic rates of 400, 751, and

1276 BTU/hr (117, 220, and 374 W) were prescribed along with three different environmental

sink temperatures and the simulations run for two hours each. The metabolic rates of 400, 751,

and 1276 BTU/hr are the statistical minimum, total, and maximum metabolic averages from

Space Shuttle EVAs on STS-37 through STS-82 [TT97]. These 9 two-hour simulations were

used to generate 'Fables 4 and 5.

Table 4 lists the orbital environments (equivalent radiative sink temperatures) for Space

A general "rule of thumb" is that the suit heat leak and PLSS heat leak are 213 and 113 of the total

heat leak "-- " .._. ._ . r :;,ara :'c,e environment to the EMU wh;,'h ranges from approximately 4d9 to *-8_5

BTU/hr (-132 to +239 W).

Table 5 shows the Shuttle EMU thermal comfort rating for the nine 2-hr EVA

simulations. This table was generated by evaluating the difference betwee_ !:he total body heat

14



storageand nominalcomfort line in Figure 12andcomparingit with the +65 BTU (+19 W-hr)

comfort band.

For the cold environment with a low metabolic rate, the EMU was able to provide

thermal comfort for almost 45 minutes before the body heat storage passed out of the +65 BTU

(+19 W-hr) comfort band. For the hot thermal environment with a high metabolic rate, the EMU

was able to provide thermal comfort for 13 minutes before the body heat storage passed out of

the +65 BTU (+19 W-hr) comfort band. Therefore, it can be concluded that the unmodified

EMU can provide for the astronaut's thermal comfort for only short periods of time in cold

environments with low metabolic rates and in hot environments with high metabolic rates.

Based on this analysis, for the astronaut to remain comfortable in the cold environment

with a low metabolic rate, it is necessary to modify the EMU to include heating or to decrease

the heat leak by increasing the TMG insulation. Considering at the high metabolic rate case, the

EMU would need a greater cooling capacity or increased TMG insulation in order for it to be

used in the neutral to hot environments for two or more hours at the high metabolic rate of 1276

BTU/hr (374 W). If a high metabolic rate in a neutral to hot thermal environment is anticipated,

not wearing the TCU would double the LCG heat transfer coefficient (UA) and therefore allow

the EMU to provide thermal comfort in this extreme condition for a two-hour EVA. The PLSS

is capable of providing the necessary cooling for a high metabolic rate in a hot environment for

short periods of time subject to the 10 lb. constraint on the amount of sublimator feedwater the

PLSS can carry.

4.2 Operating Ranges - The operating ranges of the LCG inlet water temperature

(T,,.,_', VC: i.._."_ _a_ tc.mperatt_e (T,,_._). VC _n_et _e,s dew point (T,,,o_.,_._). and the Pr...S>S va_w:

module tempe:ature at the HUT interface (T_m), were, determined with SINDA EMU by setting

._Be .:,_._h,-,! _. _,qt¢ to ;t:e avera_ mi_im_m of _00 L3TU/hr (! _'/ :_l_ and m_r.:m,_m of _276

BTU/hr (374 W) for Shuttle EVAs and using the minimum and maximum TCV positions of 0

and 11. The simulations were run to steady state in the cold and hot thermal environments and



the various temperatures recorded. In some of these simulations, thermal comfort was not

maintained•

Table 6 compares the operating ranges determined with EMU experimental and flight

data [IT95,TyI96]. The predicted variable ranges compare well with the experimental data with

the exception of the valve module temperature. The valve module temperature predicted by

SINDA EMU is on average 18°F (10°C) below the valve module temperature from experimental

data and this range is therefore not accurate. The predicted range for the inlet LCG temperature

contains the experimental and flight data ranges. The smaller ranges for the experimental and

flight data are due to the experimental and flight EVAs not approaching the system's

performance boundaries for high metabolic rates and high TCV positions.

4.3 Response Times - The response times of the Shuttle EMU to a change in TCV

position indicate how quickly the EMU can restore thermal comfort for the astronaut. The

response times (time to 36.8% of steady state value) are calculated for the two variables of

interest, Tin.icg and Tyro, and recorded in Table 7. For the first four simulations, the metabolic

rate was 751 BTU/hr (220 W) for the entire four hours and the TCV position was changed from 0

to 11, 11 to 0, 0 to 7, and 7 to 11 after two hours. The remaining ten simulations in Table 7 were

conducted to determine the effect of metabolic rate and environmental temperature on the

response times of the EMU variables. For these simulations, different environmental sink

temperatures and metabolic rates were prescribed with TCV position changes occurring after two

hours.

TCV position changes had little effect on the VG inlet temperatures and dew points. The

understood by looking at Figure 11 which shows the mass flow rate, as a function of TCV

i-:c_irion, through the subtimator potion of the WCL. 7he s!or_e of the rio,.,: rate c,nr+ee is small

up to a TCV position of 7 and then increases significantly for TCV positions 7 to 11. This

explains why the inlet LCG and valve module temperatures respond much faster for a TCV

change of 0 to 11 than for a TCV change from 0 to 7. The slowest response of ,',:hefirst four cases
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in Table 7 is the case where there is a TCV change of 11 to 0. The response times for this case

are much longer than for the 0 to 11 case. This illustrates the "cold soaked" condition, which has

been reported by astronauts frequently. The PLSS thermal mass becomes cold at the high TCV

position and it takes a significantly longer time for the astronaut's metabolic heat to warm the

system than it does for the sublimator to cool the system down. The response time of the EMU

is significantly less when providing cooler water than when providing warmer water to the

astronaut. The metabolic rate of the astronaut and environmental temperature have only a small

effect on the response times of the EMU variables.

The inlet LCG temperature time constant ranges from 3 to 12 minutes. Therefore, while

it may take the EMU as much as 72 minutes to reach steady state and achieve the exact amount

of cooling desired, significant cooling or warming can be supplied within a maximum of 12

minutes. The valve module temperature time constant ranges from 9 to 23 minutes. The valve

module response times are slower than the LCG inlet temperature since it is only passively

cooled by the WCL flowing through it and by thermal interactions with the sublimator and other

PLSS components.

4.4 Performance Envelope - The performance envelope of the Shuttle EMU can be seen

in Figure 12. This envelope characterizes typical operation of the Shuttle EMU. The Shuttle

EMU can operate outside this envelope for short durations, but thermal comfort is difficult or

impossible to maintain. The environmental sink temperature and metabolic rate ranges include

the typical operations of the EMU as discussed in previous sections. The TCU is not worn in hot

environments and high metabolic rates. The duration of the EVA is limited by the feedwater

s,_p_:/_.," :_,,_li,_ ,:._pacity fo_ hi__ ::_s_al;, Tic _J.u,_

5.0 CONCLUSION9

.':!,.,. ©vf.__e_, :,f the !_ermal 7{'..;r_amic I:,ro_._em cqr _ " .!.,ica[ • :"n.< _. _ui.t s_,st_'.r'-_ :_ .nrovic]ed.

with the focus on astronaut thermal comfort control. The SINDA EMU model has been used to

analyze the thermal dynamics of the suit with observations verified using experimental and flight

data. The evaluation of the SI3,!DA EMU model showed that open loop s_bmodel errors are
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magnifiedin a fully integratedclosedloop model. The limitations of the SINDA EMU model

arediscussedand it is seenthat relatively largeerrorsexist for humantemperatureand PLSS

structuretemperaturepredictions. The errorquantificationshowedthat temperatureprediction

errorsin theWCL, thehuman,andthevalvemodulecouldsignificantlyaffecttheheatbalancein

the EMU and thereforemakethe predictionof humanthermalcomfort difficult or impossible.

Analyzing the SINDA EMU model assumptionsrevealedthat WCL transportdelayshave a

significanteffecton thetransienttemperaturepredictionsin theWCL. TheSINDA EMU model

wasenhancedto includetheLCG transportdelay,which improvedtheWCL transientresponse.

The error quantificationdemonstratedthe difficulty in developingan accuratemodel of

thehuman-spacesuit system.With thedifferencesbetweenindividualsandbetweenindividuals

ondifferentdays,a high levelof accuracyin thehumanthermalmodel is difficult unlessa model

is individualizedandcorrelatedwith extensiveexperimentation.Evenwith thepredictionerrors

seenin the SINDA EMU model,theoverall dynamicsandinteractionsof thespacesuit system

are represented. This allows the initial engineeringanalysis to be conductedand design

decisionsto bemadefreefrom thelargeexpenseof experiments.

The performancecharacteristicsof the Shuttle EMU are such that astronaut thermal

comfort can be maintained in a wide range of environments and metabolic loads. Heat leaks

from space were determined and it was seen that they can often be as large as the astronaut's

metabolic rate. This requires that a thermal control strategy explicitly or implicitly account for

the environmental conditions. The transient characteristics of the Shuttle EMU showed that the

response times of the WCL vary depending on what TCV position is chosen. The inlet LCG

This suggests that future space suit designs include active heating, so that the duration of cold

:'Jisce, mfc_rt c_,n ',3e minimized. Fhe inclusion of a.ctive heating ,;vo_dd _!so held to iocre___e the

low metabolic rate and cold environment portions of the space suit operating envelope. The

steady state operating envelope, in terms of environment and metabolic rate, for the Space
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ShuttleSuit wasdefinedwith theunderstandingthatthesuitcanprovide for thermalcomfort for

shortperiodsof time outsidethisenvelope.

Theobservationsfrom this studyarebeingutilized in two futuredesignefforts, automatic

thermalcomfort control designfor thepresentspacesuit anddesignof future spacesuit systems

for SpaceStation,Lunar, andMartian missions. The two advancedspacesuit designspresently

being developedby NASA are the Minimum ConsumablesPortable Life Support System

(MPLSS) SpaceSuit andthe CryogenicOxygenPortableLife SupportSystem(CPLSS)Space

Suit. Although different thanthe ShuttleSuitdiscussedin this paper,manyof the observations

madeherecan be appliedto the modelingand designefforts relatedto theseadvancedspace

suits. Both designsincludea comfort heaterto improvewarming responsetime and help with

cold discomfort. Both theadvancedPLSSdesignshavea modularstructurewhich reducesthe

indirect thermal interactionsseenbetweenthe Shuttle PLSS componentsthrough the valve

module. The advancedspacesuit designswill integrateautomaticthermalcomfort control into

the original design. The advancedspacesuit system and controller designsare presently

underway[Law98].
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NOMENCLATURE

CCC: Contaminant Control Cartridge
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DCM:
EMU:
EVA:
F/P/S:
HUT:
LCG:
LCVG:
MR:
PLSS:
Qstor"

SINDA:

SSA:

TCU:

TCV:

Tin,leg:

Tin,vg:

Tin._w:

T_:

TMG:

VG:

VL:

WCL:

Display and Controls Module
Extravehicular Mobility Unit

Extravehicular Activity

Fan/Pump/Separator

Hard Upper Torso

Liquid Cooling Garment

Liquid Cooling and Ventilation Garment
Metabolic Rate

Portable Life Support System

Total Body Heat Storage

Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer

Space Suit Assembly
Thermal Comfort Undergarment

Temperature Control Valve

LCG Inlet Temperature

VG Inlet Temperature

VG Inlet Dew Point

Valve module temperature at HUT interface

Thermal Meteoroid Garment

Ventilation Garment

Ventilation Loop

Water Cooling Loop
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TABLES

Table 1:

Analysis.

Variable

Subject

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Range of temperature differences (simulation - experiment) for Integrated Model

Tin,lcg, Tout,lcg, Tin,vg, Tout,vg,

°F (°C) °F (°C) °F (°C) °F (°C)
-3 to +3 -2 to +3 -3 to 0 +3 to +6

(-1.7 to +1.7) (-1.1 to +1.7) (-1.7 to 0) (+1.7 to +3.3)
-5 to +5 -4 to +5 -3 to +1 +3 to +10

(-2.8 to +2.8) (-2.2 to +2.8) (-1.7 to +0.6) (+1.7 to +5.6)
-18 to +5 -18 to +5 -13 to +2 -4 to +7

(-I0 to +2.8) (-10 to +2.8) (-7.2 to +1.1) (-2.2 to +3.9)

Variable

Subject

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Tin ,dew, Tout,dew, Teore, Tskin,

°F (°C) °F (°C) °F (°C) °F (°C)
-3 to +4 -3 to +11 -2 to 0 +6 to +13

(-1.7 to +2.2) (-1.7 to +6.1) (-1.1 to O) (+3.3 to +7.2)
0 to +6 -15 to +8 -1 to +l +5 to + 15

(0 to +3.3) (-8.3 to +4.4) (-0.6 to +0.6) (+2.8 to +8.3)
-7 to +8 -8 to +7 -2 to 0 -1 to +9

(-3.9 to +4.4) (-4.4 to +3.9) (-1.1 to O) (-0.6 to +5)

Table 2: Range of temperature differences (simulation - experimental) for PLSS Submodel

Analysis.
Variable

Subject

Subject 1

Subject 2

Tin,lcg, Tin,vg, Tin,dew,

°F (oc) °F (oc) °F (oc)
-2 to +l -4 to + 1 -4 to +5

(- 1.1 to +0.6) (-2.2 to +0.6) (-2.2 to +2.8)
-2 to 0 -3 to +1 -2 to +9

(- 1.1 to 0) (- 1.7 to +0.6) (- 1.1 to +5)
-8 to 0 -7 to +9 -9 to +19

(-4.4 to 0) (-3.9 to +5) (..5 to +10.6)

Subject 3

Table 3:

a) Heat Transfer for WCL and VL.

(oc) (w) MR
WCL

VL

Temperature
VL

Dew Point

Comparison of differences between simulated and

b) Heat Content.

5:1 :!: 240 32,0% Valve

(+ 06) (!: 70) _,_odu!e

,. 5 / i0 i.3% 3kli_

(+ 2.8) (+ 2.9) Temperature

+ 5 + 36* 4.8% Core

(+ 2.8) (+ 11) Temperature

*Varies with VL temperature and dew points

experimental results.

AT a,- O _,, D':'r"_'rlt of

__(°C) (W-hr) Band

:_. _8 + 36.72 56°5%

5 , 33.33 34.4%

(+ 2.8) (+ 10.4)

+ 1 + 42.92 66.0%

(+ 0.6) (+ 12.6)
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SpaceShuttleEVA environmentalsink temperaturesandheatleaksto EMU generatedTable 4:
with SINDA EMU.

Sink Temperature,

°F (°C)

- 130 (-90)

Orbital

Environments

70 (21.1)

220 (104)

Cold

Neutral

Hot

Total Heat Leak,

BTU/hr (W)

-449 to -388

(-132 to -114)
-49 to +35

(-14 to +10)
+781 to +815

(+229 to +239)

Suit Heat Leak,

BTU/hr (W)
-293 to -247

(-86 to -72)
-35 to +28

(-10 to +8)
+500 to +524

(+147 to +154)

PLSS Heat Leak,

BTU/hr (W)
-156 to -141

(-46 to -41 )
-14 to +7

(-4 to +2)
+281 to +291

(+82 to +85)

Table 5: Space Shuttle EMU thermal comfort rating for two-hour EVA simulation in various
thermal environments.

Metabolic Rate

Sink Temperature, °F

(oc)
- 130 (-90)

70(21.1)

220 (104)

Note:

Comfort Ratin_;, Qstor - Qstor,nom, BTU (W-hr)
400 BTU/hr 751 BTU/hr 1276 BTU/hr

(117 W) (220 W) (374 W)

cold, <- 190 (<-56)

comfort,+7 (+2.1)

comfort,+2 (+0.6)

> increasing after 2 hour simulation

comfort,+6 (+1.8) comfort,+l (+0.3)

comfort,+3 (+0.9) hot,+86 (+25)

comfort,+l (+0.3) hot,>+524 (>+154)

< decreasing after 2 hour simulation

operating ranges for EMU variables with experimental

Tin,vg , °F (°C) Tin.aewpt , °F (°C) T,,m, °F (°C)
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Table 6: Comparison of predicted

[IL96] and flight data [IT95,Ty196].

I Tin,lc g , °F (°C)

Min. Max.

Predicted 39 (4) 89 (32) 43 (6) 59 (15) 34(1) 45 (7) 42 (6) 70 (21)

Experimental 45 (7) 85 (29) 46 (8) 60 (16) 30(-1) 44 (7) 67 (19) 75 (24)

Flight 45 (7) 80 (27) na na na na na na

Note: na = Temperature not available

Table 7: Response times of LCG inlet water and valve module temperatures for simulations

with change in TCV position and/or metabolic rate occurring after 2 hours of ,_imulation_

_ink Temperature, °F TCV _ositions Metabolic Rate, Brl_/hr (W) T_,,_c_,rain. T,_, min_

70 (21) 0-> 11 751 (220) 3.0 11.4

70 (21) 11 -> 0 751 (220)

70 (2!) 0 > 7 _.':_ (2_,O)

70 <./_.) I ;. i I /51 (ZZ_)

- 130 (-90) 0 -> 11 751 (220)

-!30 (90) 11 -> 0 751 (220)

2.2_._t lo4) i l .* 0 731 _ZZO)

70 (21) 0 -> 1 l 1276 (374)

"70 (21) 11 -> 0 1276 (374)

70 (21) 0-> 11 400 (117)

70 (21) 11 -> 0 400 ( 1 t 7)

12.0 22.2

_.0 _ 1o'_

3.0 12.0

11.4 20.4
g , _t)

i 1.4 23.4

3.0 9.0

11.4 23.4

3.0 11.4

13.2 22.2
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70(21)
70(21)

0-> II
II ->0

400-> 1276(117-> 374) I
1276-> 400 (374-> 117) I

3.0

8.4

9.0

16.2
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Figure 2: EMU system schematic with heat loads.
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experimental LCG inlet temperature for Subject 1. experimental LCG outlet temperature for Subject 1.
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SINDA EMU for LCG time delays of UA for UA=f(Tin,lcg) and UA=g(Olat).
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Space Suit Thermal Dynamics

Authors: Anthony B. Campbell, Ph.D. Candidate, Satish S. Nair, Ph.D., John B. Miles, Ph.D., John V.
Iovine, and Chin H. Lin, Ph.D.

Motivation:

• To evaluate the Space Shuttle EMU thermal model

• To analyze EMU model assumptions and therefore improve EMU model

• To quantify the sensitivity of the EMU thermal performance to various EMU parameters

• To determine a complete characterization of the EMU thermal performance characteristics and define

the limitations of the present Shuttle EMU for providing thermal comfort

• Conclusions can be applied to future EMU designs for Space Station, Lunar, and Mars missions

Contributions:

• Evaluation results for the SINDA EMU model are given and error bands quantified

• EMU operation envelope

• Importance of modeling transport delay quantified and SINDA EMU improved by including the LCG

transport delay.

What did transient analysis show that the SS one did not?

-response times
-transport delay
-thermal comfort

Notes:

*Indicate that new model is being developed
*SI Units with FPS in 0

S_mmmary and Results:

(R=review, P=pievious paper summ_lized, N=new matedal ob°e_tension of previous p_.per)

1.0 Introduction

*Describe system and heat loads (R)
"_;i_e j.__i_,, __pec;fi,._.dul is fui' E.iViU (R)

*Describe. SINI _A EMU Model (R)

_Describe exl_:'.i-imental da/a (R)

*CL System (P, ICE1597)

PLSS Submodel Analysis
*OL PLSS (P, tCES97)

Suit Submodel Analysis

*OL Suit (P)
Validation Conclusions
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*OLError magnified in CL system (N)
*List of possible WCL problems (N & P)

*Weakness of 41-Node Man illustrated (N)

*Large errors in valve module temp. cause problems for WCL and VL temp.'s (N)
2.2 Quantifying Errors

*Tin,lcg, Tin,vg, Tin,dew errors converted to heat transfer (P, ICES97)
Water temperatures most important

*Tskin, Tcore, Tvm errors converted to heat storage (N)
All three temperature errors significant

3.0 Model Enhancements

3.1 Negligible Thermal Mass
*Valve module and feedwater tanks mass need to be included (P,ICES97)
*WCL and VL masses can be ignored (P)

3.2 Transport Delays
*OL transport delay ranges listed to show significance (P, ICES97)

*Higher TCV setting, the less the transport delay (P)
*Simplified modeling showed that LCG tranport delay is most significant and must be

included for accurate transient response (N)

*LCG t.d. of 60 sec. chosen to fit experimental data (N)
3.3 LCG Model

*Describe model (R)

Experimental Validation

*Calulate outlet temperature from experimental inputs (N)
*UA did not match experimental in transient sense, but average did (N)
*Conclude that LCG outlet temperature is not sensitive to UA errors (N)

LCG UA Model Comparison
*Compared UA=f(Tin,lcg,mdot) and UA=g(Qiat) (N)

*Conclude that f(Tin,lcg,mdot) is better (N)
LCG Flow Rate

*Compared LCG outlet temp. for flow rates of 240 Ibrrdhr and 261 Ibm/hr (N)
*LCG Outlet temp. not sensitive to small deviations flow rate (N)

LCG Modeling Conclusions
*SINDA EMU errors in LCG outlet water temperature are primarily due to errors in

Tin,lcg (previous time steps) and Tskin (41-Node man model) (N)
*Focus of future improvements should be on localized modeling (N)

3.4 Valve Module

*Variation of conductance between sublimator plate and valve module (N)
*Conclude that VM temp. significantly effects WCL and VL (N)

4.0 Performanc;e Characteristics and Sizing issues

4.i Environment (P,ICES98)
*Varied MR and Tenv (P)
*Defined heat leak ranges and comfort in each extreme situation (P)

4._ O_rating Rar_ge_ (PJCE_.q_)

experinlents ai_d EVA (P)

4.3 Response Times (P,ICES98)
*Determined response times of Tin,leg and Tyro (P)

"S!r_werwhen warmin!) th,._!'_when c,)oling(P)
_qn;,_mrnon_ ne,'d sp._ce _u;t _[:::_trde aC_.r.'c boating {P & N)

4.4 Pei-_ormance Envelope

*Defined operating envelope based on MR, Tenv., TCU, and time (N)

5.0 Summary and Conclusions
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BULLET CONCLUSIONS BY INTRODUCTION TOPIC

(i) evaluates the NASA thermal model of the Shuttle EMU

*OL Error magnified in _L system (N)

*List of possible WCL problems (N & P)
*Weakness of 41-Node Man illustrated (N)

*Large errors in valve module temp. cause problems for WCL and VL temp.'s (N)

(ii) quantifies model prediction errors in terms of heat transfer and heat content errors

*Tin,lcg, Tin,vg, Tin,dew errors converted to heat transfer (P, ICES97)

Water temperatures most important

*Tskin, Tcore, Tvm errors converted to heat storage (N)

All three temperature errors significant

(iii) defines the limitations of the Shuttle EMU model

(iv) analyzes some of the basic modeling assumptions and determines enhancements to the
Shuttle EMU model

Negligible Thermal Mass
*Valve module and feedwater tanks mass need to be included (P,ICES97)

*WCL and VL masses can be ignored (P)

Transport Delays

*OL transport delay ranges listed to show significance (P, ICES97)

*Higher TCV setting, the less the transport delay (P)

*Simplified modeling showed that LCG tranport delay is most significant and must be

included for accurate transient response (N)

*LCG t.d. of 60 sec. chosen to fit experimental data (N)
LCG Model

*Conclude that LCG outlet temperature is not sensitive to UA errors (N)

*Compared UA=f(Tin,lcg,mdot) & UA=g(Qlat) (N), Conclude that f(Tin,lcg,mdot) is

better (N)

*LCG Outlet temp. not sensitive to small deviations flow rate (N)

*SINDA EMU errors in LCG outlet water temperature are primarily due to errors in

Tin,lcg (previous time steps) and Tskin (41-Node man model) (N)

*Focus of future improvements should be on localized modeling (N)
Valve Module

*Variation of conductance between sublimator plate and valve module (N)

*Conc!ude that VM tempo sig_fificantly effects WCL and VI, (N)

(v) performs simulations using three metabolic rates and three environments (both spanning

typical ranges) to determine the associated environmental heat leaks and to check whether
thermal comfort is maintained

*Defined heat leak ranges and comfort in each extreme situation (P)

(vi) studies four EMU variables representative of the overall thermal state of the human-EMU

e_.periments and EVA (P)

*Determined response times of Tin,lcg and Tvm (P)

*Slower when warming than when cooling (P)

*Recommi_nd next space suit include active heating (P & N)

(vii) defines the performance envelope for the EMU in terms of metabolic rate and environment

*Defined operating envelope based on MR, Tenv., TCU, and time (N)
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